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AUTOMOTIVE, LLC, :

:

Plaintiffs,

: AMENDED VERIFIED
-against-

: COMPLAINT

PATRICK DIBRE,
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Plaintiffs GPB Capital Holdings, LLC ("GPB CH"), GPB Holdings, LP ("GPB

Holdings"),
Holdings" GPB Automotive Portfolio LP ("GPB Automotive"),

Automotive" GPB Holdings Automotive,

LLC ("Holdings
("

Automotive"),
Automotive"

and GPB Portfolio Automotive, LLC ("Portfolio
("

Automotive")
Automotive"

(collectively,
"GPB"

or "Plaintiffs"), by and through their attorneys, Arnold & Porter Kaye

Scholer LLP, as and for their Amended Complaint against defendant Patrick DiBre
("DiBre"

or

"Defendant"),
"Defendant"

allege based on personal knowledge and belief as to itself, and upon information

and belief as to all other matters, as follows:

NATURE OF THE ACTION

1. This is an action for breach of contract, conversion, fraud, breach of fiduciary

duty, specific performance, and tortious interference with prospective and current business

relations arising from DiBre's wrongful and illicit conduct in violation of the
parties'

agreements

and DiBre's contractual and fiduciary obligations to GPB.

2. In 2013, GPB CH, an investment advisor, began exploring the investment

potential of owning and operating automobile dealerships. Purchasing automobile dealership
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operations, however, is not as simple as finding a willing seller, agreeing on a price, and closing.

Automobile dealerships are set up as franchises and thus the transfer of a dealership requires

approval of the applicable manufacturer. To navigate the intricacies of this market, GPB

partnered with DiBre, an experienced automobile dealership owner and operator. The sole

objective of this partnership was for GPB to acquire automobile dealerships with an experienced

partner who could operate them successfully.

3. GPB and DiBre entered into several agreements, pursuant to which DiBre

agreed to sell to GPB seven of his dealerships and was required to take the necessary steps to

transfer the ownership of such dealerships to GPB (the "predecessor agreements"). For these

dealerships, and for his assistance in the manufacturer-approval process, GPB paid DiBre a blue

sky
price¹
price in excess of $80 million, conveyed a membership interest in Holdings Automotive and

Portfolio Automotive to DiBre, and agreed to employ DiBre as the operator of what were to

become DiBre's former dealerships. The predecessor agreements required DiBre to make

monthly payments to GPB based on the blue sky advances from each of the dealerships until

closing. Eventually, upon receipt of manufacturer approval, the parties closed on two of the

seven dealerships - Garden City Nissan ("GCN") and North Plainfield Nissan ("NPN")
- and

GPB employed DiBre to operate those two dealerships.

4. After GPB advanced in excess of $80 million towards the acquisition of the

seven dealerships, the performance of those dealerships dropped significantly, as compared with

the historical results that DiBre had represented. In an effort to improve performance, GPB

repeatedly conferred with DiBre who was managing the dealerships as to the reasons for these

results. These performance declines, combined with DiBre's continual failure to take the steps

' A blue sky price is an automotive term for goodwill.
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necessary to close the sales of the other dealerships, caused discord between the parties.

Eventually, the parties attempted to reconcile, renegotiated their relationship, and entered into a

new agreement on November 14, 2016 (the "2016 Master Agreement").
Agreement"

Among other

provisions, the 2016 Master Agreement (1) released all obligations - but not the liabilities - the

parties owed to each other under any prior agreement, (2) directed the sale by DiBre to GPB of

four automobile dealerships, (3) applied the balance of over $40 million already paid by GPB

towards the purchase of these four dealerships, (4) directed DiBre to make timely monthly

earning payments to GPB, (5) imposed a "reasonable best
efforts"

requirement on DiBre to

obtain manufacturer approval, and (6) if the sales to GPB did not promptly close, imposed an

agreed-upon "Broker Sale
Provision"

to sell the four dealerships. Further, through the 2016

Master Agreement, DiBre surrendered his membership interest in Holdings Automotive and

Portfolio Automotive and continued to operate the GCN and NPN dealerships as a GPB

employee.

5. Almost before the 2016 Master Agreement's ink was dry, DiBre resumed to

neglect his obligations, failed to make timely earning payments to GPB, failed to pursue

manufacturer approval for the remaining dealerships, and continued to abuse his fiduciary

positions. And when the sale of the four dealerships to GPB did not close by the deadline set in

the 2016 Master Agreement, DiBre refused to proceed with the contractually required Broker

Sale Provision.

6. On July 3, 2017, GPB terminated DiBre's employment and subsequently filed

this action seeking redress for DiBre's breaches of the 2016 Master Agreement and other

agreements, and for DiBre's malfeasance, misuse, and mismanagement of his contractual and

common law duties owed to GPB.
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7. DiBre's actions have harmed, and continue to harm, GPB and its investors in

three distinct ways:

8. First, DiBre's refusal to make monthly earnings payments as required by the

2016 Master Agreement has caused in excess of $14 million of damages to GPB as of the date of

this filing, with such amount increasing each month. GPB by this Amended Complaint seeks

recovery of these amounts.

9. Second, DiBre's refusal to comply with the 2016 Master Agreement's Broker

Sale Provision, by refusing to provide financial information and refusing to allow a listing of the

four affected dealerships with a broker, deprives GPB of its contractual right to the substantial

value of those four automobile dealerships. Accordingly, GPB by this Amended Complaint

seeks an order of specific performance directing DiBre to perform the 2016 Master Agreement's

Broker Sale Provision by providing the required financial information and allowing the four

dealerships to be listed for sale with a broker identified by GPB, and directing DiBre to perform

all other acts required of him to conclude the sale of the dealerships.

10. Third, DiBre's plethora of bad acts towards GPB throughout their

relationship, including conduct taken by DiBre as a member, officer, and employee of GPB, has

caused damages to GPB estimated at $20 million or more, which GPB by this Amended

Complaint seeks to recover. These bad acts include, but are not limited to:

a. DiBre overstated the earnings of the dealerships to be sold to GPB,

thereby greatly inflating the sale price paid by GPB.

b. DiBre mismanaged and/or intentionally deteriorated the value of the

dealerships -- including, but not limited to, the four dealerships subject to

the Broker Sale Provision --
during the period after GPB advanced the

blue sky purchase price, but prior to the closing of the dealerships.

c. DiBre misappropriated and diverted assets, opportunities, and other value

from the dealerships, thereby greatly decreasing the profits owed to GPB

from the dealerships.
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THE PARTIES

11. Plaintiff GPB Capital Holdings is a limited liability company incorporated in

Delaware, registered to do business in New York, with its corporate headquarters located at 1581

Franklin Avenue, Garden City, New York 11530.

12. Plaintiff GPB Holdings, LP is a Delaware limited partnership, with its

corporate headquarters located at 1581 Franklin Avenue, Garden City, New York 11530. GPB

CH is the general partner of GPB Holdings.

13. Plaintiff GPB Automotive Portfolio, LP is a Delaware limited partnership,

registered to do business in New York, with its corporate headquarters located at 1581 Franklin

Avenue, Garden City, New York 11530. GPB CH is the general partner of GPB Automotive.

14. Plaintiff GPB Holdings Automotive, LLC is a Delaware limited liability

company with its headquarters located at 1581 Franklin Avenue, Garden City, New York 11530.

Prior to November 15, 2016, DiBre was the owner of a 15% membership interest in Holdings

Automotive and a manager of Holdings Automotive. On November 14, 2016, DiBre surrendered

his membership interests in Holdings Automotive and resigned as a manager.

15. Plaintiff GPB Portfolio Automotive, LLC is a Delaware limited liability

company with its headquarters located at 1581 Franklin Avenue, Garden City, New York 11530.

Prior to November 15, 2016, DiBre was the owner of a 15% membership interest in Portfolio

Automotive and a manager of Portfolio Automotive. On November 14, 2016, DiBre surrendered

his membership interests in Portfolio Automotive and resigned as a manager.

16. Upon information and belief, Defendant Patrick DiBre is a resident of the

State of New Jersey who regularly conducts business in Nassau County, New York.
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JURISDICTION AND VENUE

17. Jurisdiction is proper under N.Y. C.P.L.R. § 302(a)(1) and (2) because DiBre

regularly transacts business in the State of New York, and committed tortious acts within the

State of New York.

18. Jurisdiction and venue further are proper in Nassau County, New York by the

express terms of agreements entered into by all parties, which expressly provide for such

jurisdiction and venue, as held by this Court in its January 8, 2018, Decision and Order.

FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS

I. Background

19. GPB CH is a New York-based investment advisor that is a sponsor of holding

companies and employs a core strategy of making long-term investments in businesses that

generate predictable and sustainable cash flow.

20. Beginning in 2013, GPB began exploring the investment potential of owning

and operating automobile dealerships.

21. To navigate the intricacies of the automobile dealership market, GPB sought

to engage DiBre, an experienced automobile dealership owner and operator. DiBre held himself

out to GPB as having the automotive industry expertise necessary to enable GPB to pursue its

automotive retail strategy.

22. In or about August 2014, DiBre became a member and manager of Portfolio

Automotive and received economic benefits from GPB by virtue of those roles.

23. In or around December 2014, DiBre became a member and manager of

Holdings Automotive and received economic benefits from GPB by virtue of those roles.

24. By December 2014, DiBre had become a member of GPB's Executive

Management Team with the title Co-Director of Automotive Retail. In this capacity, DiBre was
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Agreements"

(along with Jeffrey Lash, the other Co-Director of Automotive Retail) the senior-most executive

responsible for implementing GPB's automotive retail strategy, including obtaining

manufacturer approvals, sourcing, structuring, closing, and monitoring acquisitions and

divestitures.

25. GPB's primary objective in engaging DiBre was to enable GPB to acquire

automobile dealerships with an experienced partner who could operate them successfully.

26. Since the removal of DiBre as an equity owner and manager of Holdings

Automotive and Portfolio Automotive in November of 2016, GPB has closed on 39 dealerships

with other parties, each within 5 months of executing contracts to closing, under similarly

structured contracts as used with DiBre. By comparison, it has taken over 3 years to close the

remaining dealerships with DiBre -- a direct result of DiBre stalling and frustrating GPB's efforts

to close these dealerships.

II. The 2015 Purchase Agreements

27. Between December 2013 and April 2015, GPB entered into a series of

agreements with DiBre, and advanced a blue sky purchase price in excess of $80 million, to

acquire the following dealerships from DiBre: (a) Nissan of North Plainfield ("NPN"), (b)

Garden City Nissan ("GCN"), (c) Nissan of Huntington ("NOH"), (d) Nissan of Duarte

("NOD"), (e) Nissan of Richmond ("NOR"), (f) Nissan of Middletown ("NOM"), and (g)

Volkswagen of Huntington ("VOH") (collectively, the "2015
Dealerships").2

).

28. Prior to transferring any automobile dealerships, the sale must be approved by

the applicable manufacturer and such manufacturer must enter into a dealer sales and services

2
The agreements include, but are not limited to, membership interest purchase agreements,

convertible loan agreements, pledge agreements, and/or asset sale agreements relating to each

dealership (collectively, the "2015 Purchase Agreements").
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Agreement"

agreement with the purchaser. As a first step in the approval process, the seller must notify the

manufacturer of the seller's intention to sell the dealership. The manufacturer will not approve

the sale of a dealership prior to receiving this notice. As discussed below, DiBre repeatedly

frustrated GPB's efforts to obtain manufacturer approval, often refusing to submit the required

paperwork to the manufacturer unbeknownst to GPB at the time.

29. The 2015 Purchase Agreements required DiBre to make timely monthly

payments to GPB until the final transfer of the dealerships to GPB. DiBre intentionally failed to

make these contractually required timely payments to GPB relating to these dealerships.

30. Rather than make the required payments, DiBre opted to leverage his position

to force unwarranted additional concessions from GPB, all while he was acting in a fiduciary

capacity to GPB.

III. The December 2015 Agreement

31. Seeking to manage its substantial moneys already paid to DiBre and the value

that still exists in the investment strategy, GPB entered into negotiations with DiBre in late 2015.

GPB sought to move forward with the transfer of the dealerships (which had been long since

paid for) to a closing.

32. On December 9, 2015, GPB and DiBre entered into an agreement (the

"December 2015 Agreement"), which, among other things:

a. required DiBre to pay $5.66 million to GPB representing a return of a

portion of the purchase price paid for VOH as well as the working capital

for VOH which GPB had previously advanced to DiBre.

b. established a closing schedule for the six Nissan dealerships under

contract, such that all closings would be completed by April 1, 2016.
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Agreement"

c. affirmed that DiBre would act as the "operator and/or dealer
principal"

for

the six Nissan dealerships under contract (and provided for substantial

compensation for such services).

d. provided that DiBre would guarantee to GPB 12% returns on the purchase

price and working capital advances paid for GCN and NPN for 12 months

following the closing of those dealerships.

33. On or around January 14, 2016, DiBre and GPB closed on NPN and GCN.

34. Despite his obligations under the December 2015 Agreement, and as detailed

below, DiBre continued (and continues) to thwart GPB's efforts to close transactions on the

remaining dealerships.

35. DiBre failed to repay GPB the $5.66 million relating to the VOH working

capital due under the December 2015 Agreement, and failed to honor his guarantee of a 12%

return on purchase price and working capital advances.

36. As a result GPB was deprived of the agreed upon benefits contemplated by

the December 2015 Agreement. Indeed, DiBre still has more than $40 million of GPB's money

that was advanced to DiBre to purchase dealerships that have not yet closed.

37. In a final attempt to stabilize its relationship with DiBre and obtain its

overarching objective of closing the transfer of the remaining dealerships (which had been long

since paid for), GPB entered into negotiations with DiBre once again to modify the terms of their

relationship.

IV. The 2016 Master Agreement

38. On November 14, 2016, the parties entered into a Master Agreement (the

"2016 Master Agreement"). In recognition of DiBre's repeated breaches of his contractual and

fiduciary obligations owed to GPB, the 2016 Master Agreement agreed to release only the
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parties'
obligations of prior agreements going forward-not liabilities incurred for breaching

those agreements in the past.

39. Indeed, the Mutual Release in the 2016 Master Agreement provides, in

relevant part, that the parties: "do hereby forever and irrevocably release, discharge and acquit

each other from any obligations to each other, including but not limited to, under the 2015

Purchase Agreements, the December 2015 Agreement, and any other agreements by and between

the Parties, except as may be specifically referenced
herein."

(2016 Master Agreement, ¶ 10).

40. The 2016 Master Agreement revises the dealerships that GPB would acquire

from DiBre, and provides that GPB would acquire:

a. Honda of Aventura ("HOA") for a purchase price of $13,000,000;

b. Volvo of Glen Cove ("VGC") for a purchase price of $4,000,000;

c. Honda of Freehold ("HOF") for a purchase price of $12,000,000; and

d. NOH for a purchase price of $13,835,294.41 (collectively, the "2016

Dealerships").
Dealerships"

41. Simultaneously with the execution of the 2016 Master Agreement, DiBre and

GPB entered into specific buy-sell agreements with respect to each of the 2016 Dealerships,

which are subject to the approval of the applicable automotive manufacturer.

42. In further recognition of DiBre's prior actions and patterns of behavior, the

2016 Master Agreement provides that:

a. DiBre is to use "reasonable best
efforts"

to take all actions necessary to

consummate the transactions contemplated therein; and

b. DiBre is to take steps to satisfy all conditions "in the most expeditious

manner
practicable."

(2016 Master Agreement, ¶ 2(b)).

I
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43. The 2016 Master Agreement requires DiBre to make reconciliation payments

to GPB (reaffirming DiBre's obligations to do so under the December 2015 Agreement):

a. DiBre would cause NOH, NOR, and NOM to pay Holdings Automotive

8% per annum calculated based upon GPB's aggregate advances for each

dealership through September 30, 2016; and

b. DiBre would cause NOD to pay Portfolio Automotive 8% per annum

calculated based upon GPB's aggregate advances for the dealership

through September 30, 2016.

(Id. ¶
4).3

44. The 2016 Master Agreement further provides that:

a. DiBre was to cause NOH, NOR, NOM, and NOD to pay 100% of net cash

flow from operations to GPB for the period October 1, 2016 through

December 31, 2016, on the
20th

of the me for the proceeding ma's

net cash flow. (Id. ¶ 5).

b. DiBre was to cause NOH, HOA, VGC, and HOF to pay 100% of net cash

flow from operations to GPB from January 1, 2017 through the closing of

the dealership sales, on the
20th

of the month for the proceeding month's

net cash flow. (Id. ¶ 5).

c. DiBre was to be released from the guarantee under the December 2015

Agreement of a 12-month, 12% return on capital invested in NPN, but

3
DiBre, or his wholly owned or controlled entities, own and operate NOH, NOR, NOM, and

NOD.

11
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only if he fully complied with the terms of the 2016 Master Agreement.

(Id. ¶
7).4
7).

d. Holdings Automotive was to continue to employ DiBre as the dealer

operator of NPN and GCN and manager of GPB Cars 12, LLC and GPB 5,

LLC; the entities that own NPN and GCN, respectively. (Id. ¶¶ 8-9).

45. The 2016 Master Agreement also sought to protect the blue sky purchase

prices advanced by GPB (of which more than $40 million still remains with DiBre) by requiring

that, in the event that the dealerships subject to the 2016 Master Agreement did not close by

April 30, 2017, DiBre would be obligated to list the dealerships for sale with an automobile

broker chosen by GPB, with the sale subject to GPB's approval, so that GPB could obtain 100%

of the proceeds of the sale (the "Broker Sale Provision").
Provision"

(Id. ¶ 2(c)(ii)).

46. The date triggering the Broker Sale Provision has passed, and GPB has

complied with its obligations under the 2016 Master Agreement and was, and remains, ready,

willing, and able to proceed in accordance with the Broker Sale Provision, and provided notice to

DiBre to that effect. Yet DiBre has refused to provide financial information required to proceed

with the Broker Sale Provision, and otherwise has refused to cooperate with listing the four

dealerships "with an automobile broker, chosen by
GPB,"

as required by the 2016 Master

Agreement. DiBre's breach of the Broker Sale Provision stands in stark contrast to DiBre's

sworn declaration to this Court that he "readily
consent[s]"

to the procedure.

47. The 2016 Master Agreement also provides for the payment of
attorneys'

fees

and costs in litigation such as this:

4
DiBre did not comply with the terms of the 2016 Master Agreement, and due demand has been

made upon him to meet the guarantee relating to NPN under the December 2015 Agreement,
which is valued in excess of $2.5 million.

I
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Should any party hereto . . . resort to legal proceedings in connection with this

Agreement, the party or parties prevailing in such legal proceedings shall be

entitled, in addition to such other relief as may be granted, to recover its or their

reasonable
attorneys'

fees and costs in such legal proceedings from the non-

prevailing party or parties. (Id. ¶ 11(e)).

V. DiBre's Misrepresentations Regarding the Value of the Dealerships

48. The blue sky prices paid by GPB toward the acquisition of the 2015

Dealerships and the 2016 Dealerships (collectively the "GPB-related Dealerships")
Dealerships"

were

determined based on the
dealerships'
dealerships historic earnings. Simply, GPB agreed to pay a blue sky

price per dealership derived by multiplying the historical earnings by a multiple based on the

store brand (the "Acquisition Multiple").
Multiple"

49. Recently, GPB has undertaken a factual inquiry into the manner in which

DiBre managed the GPB-related Dealerships both prior to and after GPB advanced the blue sky

prices.

50. This on-going investigation has revealed that DiBre implemented improper

and illegal business practices which inflated the historic earnings of GPB-related Dealerships

prior to GPB's advance of blue sky prices. DiBre's actions in this regard were to GPB's

detriment because GPB's purchase price was a multiple of these inflated earnings.

51. For example:

a. DiBre booked manufacturer income, bonuses, and incentives from other

stores he owned to GPB-related Dealerships to overstate sales figures;

b. DiBre regularly overstated to manufacturers the sales at the GPB-related

Dealerships to increase the manufacturer incentives received by those

dealerships even though the sales were effectuated at DiBre's dealerships

in which GPB had no interest.

I
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General'

c. DiBre booked as income money received from illegal products sold to

customers, including but not limited to the "Credit It Forget
It"

product.

These sales inflated store profits by millions of dollars per year. Indeed,

the Attorney General of New York has investigated DiBre in connection

with this program (the "Credit It Forget It Investigation"),
Investigation"

which DiBre

hid from GPB until the announcement of the Attorney General's

sanctions.

52. As discussed below (see ¶¶ 65-72, 82-107), DiBre further intentionally

manipulated the financials of the GPB-related Dealerships to overstate their value, causing GPB

to pay inflated blue sky prices-with the detriment compounded by the Acquisition Multiple-

for the dealerships.

53. After GPB paid to DiBre in excess of $80 million dollars towards acquiring

the dealerships, based on improperly inflated earnings and profit figures that DiBre had hidden

from GPB, and entered into various agreements with DiBre, DiBre: (i) failed to seek

manufacturer approval and (ii) engaged in self-dealing to GPB's detriment.

VI. DiBre's Repeated Failure to Seek Manufacturer Approval

54. Throughout his relationship with GPB, DiBre has occupied positions of trust

and confidence with GPB, including as the party principally responsible for obtaining

manufacturer approval for the transfer of dealerships to GPB.

55. However, despite being contractually required to pursue manufacturer

approval and receiving the blue sky prices, DiBre took steps to impede GPB from obtaining

manufacturer approval for the GPB-related Dealerships. For example:

a. DiBre never submitted a notice of his intent to sell to the manufacturer for

NOR, NOM, NOD, or VGC.

I
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(" Nissan"

b. DiBre refused to submit notices to the manufacturer of his intent to sell the

dealerships under contract, unless GPB agreed to purchase another

dealership owned by DiBre, Nissan of Rockaway ("Rockaway Nissan").

c. DiBre concealed from GPB that the manufacturer had actually approved

the transfer of NOH to GPB.

56. Indeed, when GPB, at a manufacturer's suggestion and after being frustrated

by DiBre's obstinance, submitted the executed purchase agreements directly to the manufacturer

in order to commence the approval process, DiBre advised the manufacturer that he had no

intention of selling the dealerships to GPB.

57. Additionally, DiBre disparaged GPB to automotive manufacturers in an effort

to prevent the manufacturers from approving GPB as an owner or operator of their dealerships.

58. In or about June 2017, the motivation behind DiBre stalling and frustrating

GPB's fundamental objective of acquiring automobile dealerships became apparent when GPB

began to uncover the plethora of bad acts committed by DiBre. Simply put, DiBre used his

trusted position with GPB and his direct line of communication with manufacturers to implement

and conceal his improper practices that have deprived, and continue to deprive, GPB of millions

of dollars from the dealerships.

VII. DiBre's Self-Dealing and Frustration of the Parties' Agreements

59. GPB's recent investigation also revealed that DiBre, as a manager and

operator of the GPB-related Dealerships, implemented improper and illegal business practices

that damaged GPB in addition to, and beyond, the inflation of the blue sky advances paid by

GPB.

I
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60. Pursuant to the 2015 Purchase Agreements, the December 2015 Agreement,

and the 2016 Master Agreement, GPB had an interest in a percentage of the profits of the GPB-

related Dealerships prior to closing.

61. However, contrary to the duties DiBre owed to GPB, and discussed herein,

DiBre:

a. depressed the profits earned by the GPB-related Dealerships after GPB

advanced the blue sky prices. These profits were payable to GPB on a

monthly basis until the final transfer of the dealerships to GPB.

b. decreased the value of the GPB-related Dealerships that were to be

transferred to GPB pursuant to the 2016 Master Agreement, and

c. exposed the GPB-related Dealerships to liability and expense from his

improper and illegal business practices at the dealerships.

62. For example, Dibre failed to disclose -- but instead concealed -- substantial

information sought by the New York Attorney General in its Credit It Forget It Investigation. A

significant number of DiBre's illegal product sales were not disclosed as required by the

Attorney General; if those illegal sales were disclosed, the fine levied by the Attorney General

would have been millions of dollars more than the fine actually imposed.

63. Further, DiBre engaged in
"power-booking"

at the GPB-related Dealerships.

Power-booking is a fraudulent business practice in which an automobile dealership submits false

applications to lending banks or finance companies that contain misrepresentations to inflate the

value of an automobile to be financed (e.g., adding in non-existent equipment to the vehicle

description in the loan application, etc.), so as to increase the loan amount approved and receive

I
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more favorable loan terms. As a direct result of DiBre's improper power-booking at the GPB-

related Dealerships, GPB suffered damages.

64. Moreover, GPB has recently discovered that, as a manager and operator of the

GPB-related Dealerships, DiBre intentionally manipulated the financials of those dealerships to

GPB's detriment in the following additional ways:

DiBre Manipulated the Value of GPB's Used and Ground Vehicle Sales

65. DiBre has engaged in wrongful self-dealing with respect to used vehicle and

ground lease transactions at the GPB-related Dealerships.

66. When an automobile dealership is able to purchase a vehicle returned by a

customer at a price below market value of that vehicle, that returned vehicle represents an

opportunity for the dealership to profit from its resale.

67. As dealer operator and manager of the GPB-related Dealerships, DiBre shifted

the profit opportunities for returned vehicles to his other business interests. The primary method

employed by DiBre was by inserting his entity, Luxury Fleet Service, Inc. ("Luxury
("

Fleet

Service"
Service"), into used vehicle transactions and improperly diverting profit opportunities from the

GPB-related Dealerships to Luxury Fleet Service.

68. For example, DiBre caused GCN and NPN to purchase used vehicles for the

benefit of Luxury Fleet Service. Thus, when GCN and NPN were presented with an opportunity

to acquire used vehicles, GCN and NPN were required to sell the vehicles at cost to Luxury Fleet

Service, which then resold the cars at a profit. In effect, DiBre stripped GPB of the profit

potential in used vehicle transactions.

69. Further, the GPB-related Dealerships were required to purchase other used

vehicles from Luxury Fleet Service at consistently inflated prices. Typically, these were older or

I
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less marketable vehicles with little or no profit potential compared to the used vehicles that

DiBre required the GPB-related Dealerships to sell to Luxury Fleet Service.

70. DiBre also took advantage of his fiduciary position to divert the profit

potential from the resale of ground vehicles, where a lessee surrendered a leased car with a

residual value lower than its market value, to the GPB-related Dealerships.

71. By arranging for his other businesses, specifically Luxury Fleet Service and

DiBre's other dealerships not affiliated with GPB, to procure used and ground vehicles from the

GPB-related Dealerships, DiBre shifted potential, and eventually realized, resale profits away

from the GPB-related Dealerships to GPB's detriment.

72. Subject to an accounting, DiBre's actions have decreased each of the GPB-

related Dealerships profits by at least $1 million per year.

DiBre Used GCN and NPN Personnel and Resources for Improper Purposes

73. DiBre, as the dealer operator and manager of the GPB-related Dealerships,

instructed the GPB-related Dealership employees to confer benefits to DiBre's outside business

interests to the detriment and at the expense of GPB.

74. For example, DiBre required GCN employees, paid exclusively by GPB, to

coordinate the transfer of used and ground vehicles to Luxury Fleet Service. Additionally, as

discussed above, the used and ground vehicles that the GPB-related Dealerships employees were

required to send to Luxury Fleet Service occupied valuable profit generating space on the GPB-

related
Dealerships'

lots.

75. After GPB closed on GCN and NPN in January 2016, DiBre also regularly

directed GCN and NPN employees, paid exclusively by GPB, to work for the benefit of his other

dealerships.

I
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76. For example, DiBre sent several GCN employees to oversee and establish

operations at NOM and NOD, dealerships completely owned by DiBre.

77. DiBre also improperly used NPN employee resources to manage aspects of

his other businesses.

78. Following GPB's termination of DiBre's employment on July 3, 2017 for the

misconduct alleged herein, Denise Loniewski, at DiBre's direction, instructed accounting

personal at GPB-related Dealerships to cease providing any information, including but not

limited to financial information, to GPB in an effort to obstruct GPB's ability to conduct its

automotive retail business. In communicating to the dealership accounting personnel, Ms.

Loniewski stated "As you are aware, I have never worked for GPB -
strictly Patrick [DiBre]".

79. Ms. Loniewski was the chief financial officer of NPN, a position for which

NPN (and thus GPB) paid Ms. Loniewski over $160,000 per year. Her claim never to have been

employed by GPB illustrates the degree to which DiBre succeeded in using GPB monies to

compensate persons working exclusively for DiBre while completely alienating key GPB

employees from fulfilling their employment and fiduciary obligations to GPB.

80. Moreover, DiBre charged work performed by outside service providers at his

other dealerships to GPB's dealerships.

81. For example, in April 2017, DiBre caused GCN (and thus GPB) to pay for

$24,750 in services rendered by Microchip, Inc., an IT company, to one of DiBre's other

dealerships not affiliated with GPB.

DiBre Concealed Customer Care Program Rebates

82. Before GPB advanced the blue sky prices to purchase the GPB-related

Dealerships from DiBre, the dealerships sold a "Customer Care
Program"

to each and every

customer.
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83. The "Customer Care
Program"

included upwards of four years of
"free"

maintenance and services for the vehicle, including, but not limited to, oil changes and tire

rotation services.

84. In actuality, the cost of the maintenance and services provided was built into

the purchase price of the vehicle.

85. Upon purchase of a vehicle, a portion of the sales price for the vehicle

(approximately $300 to $500) was transferred to a third-party entity, Accelerated Service

International, owned by Peter Masi to cover the cost of the Customer Care Program product.

86. Accelerated Service International would charge a fee, and transfer the

remainder of the Customer Care Program premium to one or more offshore accounts controlled

or beneficially owned by DiBre.

87. When a customer received the
"free"

service or maintenance, the service

department would log the parts and labor employed, and at the end of each month, the

department would seek reimbursement from the offshore entity holding the Customer Care

Program funds.

88. The offshore entity would then timely reimburse the dealership for the actual

cost of the service.

89. After GPB acquired an interest in the GPB-related Dealerships, DiBre caused

the offshore entity to no longer reimburse the dealerships for the expenses incurred by the GPB-

related Dealership related to the Customer Care Program.

90. Instead, DiBre used his position of authority and trust as a fiduciary to GPB to

conceal that he simply pocketed the money owed to the GPB-related Dealerships as

reimbursements under the Customer Care Program.
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91. In or around June 2017, GPB determined that:

a. In 2015, GCN, one of the GPB-related Dealerships at the time, performed

more than $1,744,408 in services under the Customer Care Program for

which it should have been reimbursed.

b. In 2016, GCN performed more than $1,073,724 in services under the

Customer Care Program for which it should have been reimbursed.

c. Through May 2017, GCN, owned by GPB at the time, performed more

than $200,000 in services under the Customer Care Program for which it

should have been reimbursed.

92. The result has been an injury to GPB of more than $3,000,000 relating to

GCN only. Similar substantial injuries occurred as result of DiBre's improper treatment of

Customer Care Program rebates at the other GPB-related Dealerships.

93. While DiBre retains the value paid to the GPB-related Dealerships for the

Customer Care Program in an offshore account, those dealerships continue to incur expenses

relating to servicing outstanding Customer Care Program contracts.

DiBre Manipulated Reinsurance Product Rebates

94. Similar to his actions with the Customer Care Program, DiBre

misappropriated funds belonging to the GPB-related Dealerships from the sale of the "Total Loss

Protection"
reinsurance benefit program to their customers.

95. The "Total Loss
Protection"

is a product offered by Accelerated Service

International, a company controlled by Peter Masi.

96. Under the Total Loss Protection program, customers purchase a guarantee

against a total loss event involving their vehicles that is in excess of any other available

insurance for a one time premium of $389 per vehicle.

I
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97. A substantial portion of the $389 per vehicle premium paid to Accelerated

Service International for the program would be remitted to one or more offshore accounts

controlled or beneficially owned by DiBre.

98. DiBre, in violation of the fiduciary duties he owed to GPB, failed to disclose

to GPB his personal interest in the Total Loss Protection program.

99. Instead, DiBre conspired to manipulate the loss ratios reported for the Total

Loss Protection program, which increased the amount of the premium payments that were

required to be held in reserve and decreased the rebate to be paid to the dealership that sold the

product. This decreased the profits of the GPB-related Dealerships.

100. For GCN and NPN, the portions of the Total Loss Protection program

currently due from DiBre to GPB are in excess of $2 million. Demand has been made for the

payment of such sum, yet, to date, DiBre has refused to make payment.

101. Upon information and belief, DiBre similarly misappropriated the value due

to GPB under other reinsurance product programs.

102. While DiBre retains the value due to the GPB-related Dealerships for

reinsurance products sales, the GPB-related Dealerships continue to incur expenses relating to

the outstanding reinsurance product contracts.

DiBre Diverted Extended Warranty Dividends

103. DiBre, as the dealer operator and manager of the GPB-related Dealerships,

misappropriated manufacturer dividend payments.

104. To encourage the sale of extended warranty packages, manufacturers pay

dealerships an upfront or quarterly dividend; however, the dividend must be repaid if the

dealerships fail to sell the extended warranty packages on an established threshold percentage of
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all its leases. Further, the dealerships are required to pay back a portion of the advanced

dividend for cancelled warranties.

105. In order to meet this threshold, DiBre implemented a practice at the GPB-

related Dealerships to include extended warranties automatically in all leased vehicle

transactions.

106. DiBre personally received extended warranty dividend payments advanced

from the manufacturer(s) for the GPB-related Dealerships, yet failed to provide the dividend

payments to the dealerships.

107. Despite not receiving the benefit of the manufacturer dividend payments,

taken exclusively by DiBre, the GPB-related Dealerships continue to bear associated costs

resulting from the manufacturer seeking reimbursement of advanced dividend amounts for

cancelled warranties. These expenses amount to tens of thousands of dollars in damages per

month per dealership.

DiBre Diverted Other Value Owed to GPB

108. DiBre has further used his role as dealer operator, manager, and trusted

fiduciary to improperly divert other benefits.

109. For example, VGC receives factory-to-dealer cash incentives, incentives that

should be included in the calculation of the net cash flow payable to GPB under Paragraph 5(b)

of the 2016 Master Agreement.

110. However, DiBre manipulated VGC's accounting of the incentive money,

marking it as recorded in months other than when it was received.

111. DiBre did so in order to manipulate and reduce the amount owed to GPB

under the 2016 Master Agreement.
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112. DiBre has engaged in other accounting irregularities, including the submission

of doctored invoices for services purportedly provided by other companies owned by or affiliated

with DiBre, to depress the amounts owed to GPB under the 2016 Master Agreement.

113. For example, on May 31, 2017, DiBre prepared 3 separate fictitious invoices

on behalf of AP NJ Holdings Inc., a company owned by DiBre, totaling $124,471.05 and

charged these invoices to HOA, HOF, and VGC.

114. The fictitious AP NJ Holdings, Inc. invoices do not identify any services

rendered.

115. Furthermore, DiBre has used his role as dealer operator, manager, and trusted

fiduciary to directly misappropriate funds rightfully belonging to GPB.

116. For example, DiBre diverted customers from the GPB-related Dealerships to

one of his personally owned dealerships to obtain the benefit of services reimbursements

provided by the manufacturer.

117. Further, DiBre diverted manufacturer reimbursements for services performed

at the GPB-related Dealerships to his personally owned dealerships, which depressed the profits

at the GPB-related Dealerships as those dealerships accrued service expenses for which they did

not receive the available reimbursement.

118. DiBre also used the credit line at GCN and NPN to purchase vehicles that he

sold as part of his separate vehicle wholesale business independent of GPB.

119. In addition to using GPB's personnel to conduct his vehicle wholesale

business, DiBre retained the new vehicle wholesale credits provided by the manufacturer. The

manufacturer wholesale credits amount to $100 per car, per month, and an additional $150 per

car, per quarter.
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120. As another example, 559 Rt 22 LLC, an entity controlled by DiBre, leases the

NPN premises to GPB 12 Cars LLC under a triple net lease. Pursuant to the lease, GPB 12 Cars

LLC is obligated to pay the real estate tax on the premises. On information and belief, DiBre

received a refund of real estate taxes, paid by GPB for its proportional share of real estate taxes,

for the NPN premises in the amount of approximately $30,000 but did not refund GPB's

proportional share of such amount to GPB 12 Cars LLC.

DiBre Disparaged GPB's Reputation

121. Upon information and belief, DiBre has acted to poison GPB's reputation,

particularly with manufacturers.

122. DiBre is an experienced, well-known, and influential operator in the

automotive retail industry, whose word carries a great deal of weight.

123. Contrary to the express non-disparagement provision of the 2016 Master

Agreement, DiBre has made disparaging and derogatory comments to manufacturers regarding

GPB's competence in owning and operating dealerships, and cast doubt on whether GPB would

be a viable dealership owner and operating partner. (Id. ¶ 11(n)).

124. DiBre has made these false and damaging remarks to prevent GPB from

obtaining manufacturer approval for the dealerships under the 2016 Master Agreement and

potential dealerships GPB may invest in the future.

125. In sum, DiBre has repeatedly and wrongfully acted in violation of the
parties'
parties

agreements and his duties to GPB, necessitating the instant suit.

AS AND FOR A FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION
(Breach of Contract)

126. GPB repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation contained in paragraphs

1 through 125 as if fully set forth herein.
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127. The 2015 Purchase Sale Agreements, the December 2015 Agreement, and the

2016 Master Agreement represent binding and enforceable contracts.

128. As set forth above, DiBre has certain obligations under his agreements with

GPB.

129. Although the parties were relieved from performing certain obligations,

neither party released the other from liabilities incurred under those agreements.

130. For example, under Paragraph 5 of the 2016 Master Agreement, DiBre is

obligated to pay over to GPB 100% of the net earnings of the dealerships listed in the 2016

Master Agreement. Each improper act taken by DiBre to diminish and/or manipulate the

earnings of the dealerships, as well as his non-payment of net earnings, constitutes a breach of

this provision.

131. Additionally, Paragraph 2 of the 2016 Master Agreement obligates DiBre to

work with GPB to obtain the approvals necessary to close on the transactions contemplated

therein on an expeditious and best efforts basis.

132. Paragraph 2 of the 2016 Master Agreement also prohibits DiBre from acting

in a manner that would hinder or prevent obtaining the approvals necessary to close the

contemplated transactions.

133. DiBre has breached obligations under his agreements with GPB, including but

not limited to breaching the exemplary provisions provided herein.

134. DiBre has diverted or withheld funds owed to Plaintiffs under the 2015

Purchase Sale Agreements, the December 2015 Agreement, and the 2016 Master Agreement.
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135. For example, upon information and belief, DiBre manipulated accounting of

funds received by GCN under manufacturer incentive programs in order to lower the amount

paid over to Plaintiffs.

136. Moreover, DiBre has failed to use best efforts toward obtaining the necessary

manufacturer approvals for the transfer of the dealerships to GPB. For example, DiBre never

submitted his notice of intent to sell for VGC to the manufacturer, despite entering into a

purchasing agreement, receiving the blue sky price, and being required to do so under the 2016

Master Agreement. Indeed, the majority of the transactions provided for in the 2016 Master

Agreement remain unconsummated due to DiBre's wrongful conduct.

137. The delay in closing on the transfer of the dealerships as a direct result of

DiBre's actions has resulted in GPB not receiving the benefit of the cash flows that it would have

otherwise realized under the terms of the 2016 Master Agreement.

138. Further, because of the nature of the automobile dealership business, the

failure to close on the entirety of the package of dealerships contemplated under the 2016 Master

Agreement, has caused Plaintiffs to be further damaged in that they have not received the full

portfolio value that comes with the synergies and economies of scale benefits of being a multi-

dealership owner and operator.

139. In addition, the derogatory comments made by DiBre to manufacturers

regarding GPB's viability as a business partner violate the non-disparagement provision in the

2016 Master Agreement. (Id. ¶ 11(n)).

140. DiBre has further breached obligations under his agreements with GPB by

mismanaging and/or intentionally deteriorating the value of the dealerships -- including, but not
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limited to, the four dealerships subject to the Broker Sale Provision --
during the period after

GPB advanced the blue sky purchase price, but prior to the closing of the dealerships.

141. But for the failure of DiBre to perform his obligations under the agreements

with GPB and his deliberate efforts to interfere with the closing of the transfer of the dealerships

as contemplated by those agreements, GPB would have been put in the most advantageous

position to close and would not have suffered the continuation of the damages incurred as result

of DiBre's improper acts described herein.

142. But for DiBre's purposeful actions to depress the amount of profit owed to

GPB under the agreements, GPB would have received substantially greater return on its

investments in the dealerships under the various agreements with DiBre.

143. As a direct and proximate result of the foregoing breaches of contract by

DiBre, GPB has suffered damages in an amount to be proven at trial.

AS AND FOR A SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION
(Breach of Fiduciary Duty)

144. GPB repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation contained in paragraphs

1 through 143 as if fully set forth herein.

145. DiBre served as a fiduciary to GPB in each of the roles that he had throughout

his relationship with GPB. For example, as an employee/manager, as an officer at GPB, and as a

partner in Portfolio Automotive and Holdings Automotive, DiBre owed GPB specific fiduciary

duties, including, but not limited to, a duty of loyalty.

146. DiBre violated these duties by engaging in numerous acts of self-dealing to

the detriment of GPB and usurping corporate opportunities rightfully belonging to GPB.

147. Indeed, rather than acting in GPB's best interest as required in his fiduciary

positions with GPB, DiBre used his positions of power as dealer, operator, and manager of GCN
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and NPN to improperly use personnel and resources to benefit his other non-GPB affiliated

businesses.

148. As set forth above, DiBre caused dealerships owned by GPB to exercise their

right to purchase ground vehicles at their residual value, and then transferred those to his own

dealerships so that he could profit upon their resale at a higher market price.

149. Moreover, as discussed above, DiBre diverted the reimbursements provided

by manufacturers for performing customer care services.

150. DiBre also repeatedly used NPN and GCN funds to support and subsidize his

personally owned dealerships, including, but not limited to, requiring GCN to pay for third party

services provided to his businesses and diverting personnel resources from GCN and NPN to his

own dealerships not affiliated with GPB.

151. DiBre further violated his duties owed to GPB by mismanaging and/or

intentionally deteriorating the value of the dealerships -- including, but not limited to, the four

dealerships subject to the Broker Sale Provision --
during the period after GPB advanced the blue

sky purchase price, but prior to the closing of the dealerships.

152. These actions were a clear and unequivocal abuse of the position of trust and

authority that GPB granted upon DiBre in his fiduciary capacities.

153. As a direct and proximate result of the foregoing breaches of duty by DiBre,

GPB has suffered damages in an amount to be proven at trial.

AS AND FOR A THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION

(Fraud)

154. GPB repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation contained in paragraphs

1 through 153 as if fully set forth herein.
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155. As set forth above and pursuant to the December 2015 Agreement, closings

were to take place with respect to the NOH, NOR, NOM and NOD no later than April 1, 2016.

156. However, the closings did not take place.

157. DiBre never submitted the contracts to purchase NOR, NOM and NOD to the

manufacturer, thus GPB never received a new dealer application to complete.

158. Only after GPB contacted the manufacturer themselves, GPB learned that the

manufacturer notified DiBre that it had approved the sale of NOH to GPB. However, DiBre

withheld this information from GPB.

159. When GPB became aware that it did receive a new dealer application for

NOH, GPB promptly completed the application with the manufacturer.

160. DiBre knew that GPB was relying on him to use best efforts to obtain the

necessary approvals to close the transactions, and was relying on his statements regarding the

approval process.

161. DiBre nevertheless intentionally concealed the manufacturer's NOH approval.

162. DiBre's misrepresentations prevented closing of these transactions, and

caused further damage to GPB's standing with the manufacturer.

163. DiBre also never submitted his notice of intent to sell for VGC to the

manufacturer, as he was required to do under the 2016 Master Agreement.

164. Further, as discussed above, DiBre had certain obligations above and beyond

those implicated by the agreements between the parties, including paying 100% of the net

earnings for specific dealerships.
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165. DiBre was aware that as the owner, manager, and/or operator of the

dealerships for which GPB was entitled to 100% of the net earnings, DiBre had a fiduciary

responsibility based on his roles at GPB.

166. GPB relied on DiBre to operate these dealerships, whether closed or under

contract to close, and to report accurate financials. DiBre represented that the earnings he paid to

GPB were based on accurate financials.

167. Yet, DiBre had manipulated these financials to conceal his misappropriation

and diversion of profits and other sources of value from GPB.

168. As a direct and proximate result of the foregoing fraudulent concealment by

DiBre, GPB has suffered damages in an amount to be proven at trial.

AS AND FOR A FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION

(Tortious Interference with Business Relations)

169. GPB repeats and re-allege each and every allegation contained in paragraphs 1

through 168 as if fully set forth herein.

170. GPB possessed protected business relationships with third parties.

171. Specifically, GPB possessed protected relationships with the customers of its

GCN and NPN dealerships.

172. Moreover, GPB possessed prospective relationships with various

manufacturers with respect to the non-closed dealerships.

173. DiBre intentionally interfered with those relationships, using wrongful means,

including but not limited to fraudulent concealment and outright misrepresentation.

174. DiBre interfered with GPB's customer relationships by diverting customers to

his other dealerships not affiliated with GPB in order to obtain the benefit of sales and other

various reimbursements or rebate incentives.
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175. DiBre's failure to seek manufacturer approval prevented the closing of the

NOH, HOA, VGC and HOF transactions, thus interfering with GPB's relationships with certain

manufacturers.

176. DiBre used wrongful means to damage GPB's reputation with the

manufacturer by hiding the fact that the manufacturer had approved the transfer of NOH, so that

the manufacturer was left with the impression that GPB failed to proceed with the transaction

after receiving approval.

177. DiBre's bad acts and interference with GPB's current and potential business

relations were unjustified.

178. As a direct and proximate result of the foregoing tortious interference by

DiBre, GPB has suffered damages in an amount to be proven at trial.

AS AND FOR A FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION

(Conversion)

179. GPB repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation contained in paragraphs

1 through 178 as if fully set forth herein.

180. DiBre has engaged in numerous acts of conversion through misappropriating

funds and assets belonging to GPB.

181. For example, as discussed above, DiBre caused GPB's dealerships to purchase

used and ground vehicles, yet transferred those vehicles to his personal businesses for resale.

182. In doing so, DiBre appropriated assets rightfully belonging to GPB, and

profited from the value earned upon re-sale that rightfully belonged to GPB.

183. DiBre has failed to turn over the proceeds of these sales to GPB.

184. Additionally, DiBre diverted incentives and reimbursements owed to GPB

under various manufacturer and other programs.
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185. DiBre further appropriated GPB personnel and resources for use in his own

endeavors.

186. DiBre used GPB funds to procure services for his businesses and GPB

employees to service the needs of his businesses.

187. Thus, DiBre has without authorization, or legal right thereto, assumed control

over and unjustly derived benefit from assets, funds, and resources belonging to GPB.

188. As a direct and proximate result of the foregoing conversions by DiBre, GPB

has suffered damages in an amount to be proven at trial.

AS AND FOR A SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION

(Specific Performance)

189. GPB repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation contained in paragraphs

1 through 188 as if fully set forth herein.

190. The 2016 Master Agreement is a legally enforceable and binding written

agreement.

191. GPB at all times has been ready, willing, and able to perform, or has

performed their obligations under the 2016 Master Agreement.

192. DiBre has refused to abide by his obligations under the 2016 Master

Agreement, including but not limited to his refusal to abide by the Broker Sale Provision.

193. DiBre has, among other breaches, refused to provide information required to

calculate the working capital amounts and refused to cooperate in listing the non-closed

dealerships with an automobile broker, chosen by GPB, as required by the 2016 Master

Agreement.

194. The refusal to honor the Broker Sale Provision of the 2016 Master Agreement

is not a loss that can be quantified or rectified by solely monetary payment.
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195. It is an injury that can only be rectified by causing DiBre to comply with his

contractual obligations to the fullest extent possible.

196. Moreover, pursuant 2016 Master Agreement, ¶ 110, GPB are entitled to

specific performance of the terms of the agreement.

197. Accordingly, GPB is entitled to an order of specific performance compelling

DiBre to fulfill his obligations under the Broker Sale Provision of the 2016 Master Agreement,

which would require DiBre to list NOH, HOF, HOA and VGC with a broker selected by GPB

for sales to be approved by GPB in its sole discretion and all sale proceeds to be paid to GPB.

PRAYER FOR RELIEF

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs respectfully request that this Court enter judgment against

Defendant:

A. On the First Cause of Action for Breach of Contract, awarding Plaintiffs

compensatory damages, plus interest, in an amount to be determined at trial, with

such amount to include Plaintiffs direct and consequential damages as a result of

the conduct set forth herein;

B. On the Second Cause of Action for Breach of Fiduciary Duty, awarding Plaintiffs

compensatory damages, plus interest, in an amount to be determined at trial;

C. On the Third Cause of Action for Fraud, awarding Plaintiffs compensatory

damages, plus interest, in an amount to be determined at trial;

D. On the Fourth Cause of Action for Tortious Interference with Business Relations,

awarding Plaintiffs compensatory damages, plus interest, in an amount to be

determined at trial;

E. On the Fifth Cause of Action for Conversion, awarding Plaintiffs compensatory

damages, plus interest, in an amount to be determined at trial;

F. On the Sixth Cause of Action for Specific Performance, awarding Plaintiffs a

decision ordering DiBre to fulfill his obligations under the Broker Sale Provision

of the 2016 Master Agreement;

G. Awarding Plaintiffs prejudgment and post-judgment interest on all damages

awarded;
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H. Awarding Plaintiffs reasonable
attorneys'

fees,
experts'

fees and expenses,
pursuant to the 2016 Master Agreement;

I. Awarding Plaintiffs all costs of Court; and

J. Awarding Plaintiffs such other and further relief as this Court may deem just and

proper.

Dated: New York, New York

February 12, 2018

Respectfully submitted,

/s/ James D. Herschlein

James D. Herschlein

Robert T. Franciscovich

Amanda J. Raines

ARNOLD & PORTER KAYE SCHOLER LLP

250 West
55th

Street

New York, New York 10019-9710

Tel.: (212) 836-8000

Fax: (212) 836-6459

Attorneys for Plaintiffs
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Af

VERIFICATION

STATE OF NEW YORK )

) SS:

COUNTY OF NEW YORK )

CJiW6- 600S being duly sworn, deposes and says that he is the C00 of the

plaintiffs GPB Capital Holdings, LLC, which is a partner in GPB Holdings, LP and GPB

Automotive Portfolio LP, and the majority member of GPB Holdings Automotive, LLC and

GPB Portfolio Automotive, LLC (collectively, "GPB") and that he has read the foregoing

AMENDED VERIFIED COMPLAINT and knows the contents thereof; that the same is true to

the knowledge of deponent except as to those matters therein stated to be alleged on information

and belief, and as to those matters deponent believes them to be true.

x

Sworn to before me this

t 2-
day of February, 2018

Notary Public

@A M
AVq~

gxP. 0~~ Cg
~o gOT4q~eo. m
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